English

Facts– Learn to search
for facts, take notes
and write simple reports
on dinosaurs, naming
and labelling, writing
captions
SPAG – Developing
sound and spelling
knowledge, reading
and writing sentences,
using adjectives,
developing use of
punctuation, Phonics
Adventure Stories –
Read adventure stories
involving dinosaurs,
learn and retell class
story before making
changes to write own
stories. Writing a
postcard.

Maths
Number - Calculating,
counting, number
patterns, sorting
numbers, addition,
subtraction,
multiplication and
division, problem solving
Shape and Space–
naming, describing and
sorting 2D and 3D
shapes.

Wellbeing
Class Charter, Grange
Values, Right Respecting,
All about me, making
friends, learning outside
the classroom
Cooking – dinosaur
cakes and fossil biscuit’s.

Art
Exploring Materials – Use
different materials to
create dinosaur images,
craft work and 3D models
including junk modelling,
pastels, salt dough, paint
and ICT.

Using the internet to
gather information for
fact writing in English
and across Creative
Curriculum.
Using IT as a way of
producing dinosaur art
work.

Deadly Dinosaurs
Parent Topic Web
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Geography
Maps – Where have
dinosaurs been found?
How has the land
changed over time?
Sorting dinosaurs
PE
Gymnastics –
Balancing, rolling and
jumping, creating
sequences
Games - passing,
throwing and catching,
team games, tag and
thinking games.
Attacking and
defending games.

Computing
Manipulating Sound –
Using IT to explore
combining sounds to
create own
compositions for given
effects. On-line safety.

History
Time Lines – Order
dinosaur and current
events to highlight
difference in time.
Learning about the
work of archaeologists –
hunting for fossils,
footprints and bones.
Learn about the work of
Mary Anning.

Science
Rocks and Soils
Looking at different
types of rocks and
investigating their
properties.
Investigate different
types of soil and their
properties.
Which rocks/soils are
suitable for which
purposes?

Being a dinosaur
detective – links to trips
outside of school.
Further information to
follow.

Dinosaur diets –
herbivore/carnivores
and the difference in
teeth. What did
dinosaurs eat?

